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ABSTRACT 
 

With the successful voyage of the Crystal Serenity now completed, Canadians are once again 
reminded that the Northwest Passage is opening as an international waterway. It had long been 
thought that the voyage of such a large vessel that did not have ice-breaking capability was an 
impossibility. We now know this is not true. At the same time, it is becoming increasingly 
apparent that the interest of the new Liberal Government is considerable less than that of the 
preceding Conservatives. There was no Prime Ministerial northern visit this year as had been the 
case for almost every year under the Harper Government. But even more telling is the complete 
lack of comment on the voyage of the Crystal Serenity or even on the more recent discovery of 
the wreck of the HMS Terror. But regardless of the silence that now seems to exist, there are 
forces regarding Canadian Arctic security and sovereignty that are now developing that will 
require a Canadian response. At the forefront is the Russian move to greatly improve and expand 
its northern military capabilities. Furthermore, there are also recent signs that the Chinese are also 
looking to begin building up some arctic capabilities for its naval assets. What does this mean for 
Canada? What does it mean for Canada’s allies and friends? These questions and others 
concerning Arctic security will be examined from a Canadian perspective and form the focus of 
this talk. 
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